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Introduction

A derivation of the hadron interactions directly from QCD

is the central problem of nuclear physics. Yet, our quantita-

tive understanding of QCD in the long-wavelength limit still is

anything but clear. Therefore, aside from lattice gauge calcu-

lations, most of results stem iron the QCD inspired models

ranging from quark potential model to effective chiral lagran-

gians. In this paper we discuss a more phenomenological appro-

ach which was initiated by a pioneering paper by Jaffe and Low

on the P-matrix method£i}. The latter is a special case of the

boundary condition model, which has been extensively used in

nuclear physics £2]. In this model, the configuration space is

devided into two parts - the internal and external regions. The

relation between these regions is given by a boundary condition

matrix. The properties of this matrix reflect the physics in the

internal region. More specifically, its poles correspond to the

energies of states the wave function of which satisfy a certain

boundary condition. The states that are used in the P-matrix

formalism have a vaaishing wave function at t/ie boundary. In

the modern version of the P-matrix method they are identified

with the raultiquark primitives.

Л further development of the P-matrix method is based on

the use of the QCB formalism of refs.f3](for a recent review
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gee £4]). The QCB method incorporates the important role that

virtual multiquark configurations play at зта11 distances. The

QCB short-range force contains few parameters determined from

the scattering data which can be in principle predicted at

more microscopic level, e.q. in the quark potential model (QPM)f

or the bag model £6]. Though these models differ essentially

in the ways of description of quark confinement, both are fair-

ly successful in reproducing observed masses, radii and magne-

tic moments of qq and qqq states- A difference in predic-

tions of these model first appears for the multiquark states

such as q2q2, q^q, q°, q^, etc. In particular, the QPM pre-

dicts the six-quark states that are 300-400 KeV heavier than

the corresponding states of the bag model and have the smaller

radii £7}. Using the P-matrix analysis one can extract the

multiquark masses that have found to be in reasonable agree-

ment with the SECT results provided the matching radius b

is chosen to be consistent with that of MIT bag. The QCB ana-

lysis confirms this result and probes in addition the hadron

contents of the multiquark wave function.

In the following section we show how the QCB picture

arises in the QPM while in sect.3 the implications of the QCB

analysis for various hadronic systems will be reviewed.

Effects of multiquark bag3 in the QPM

The main question which arise in extending the QPM from

the field of meson and baryon spectroacopy (for which it is

very successful) to the scattering problem is to what extent

the quark force reproduce properties of NN potential known



from experiment ', 1д the absence of exact solutions of the

six-quark problem the effective ОТ interaction derived from

the QPM is defined by an ansatz ueed for the multiquark wave

function. The standard treatment of the scattering problem in

the QPM uses the resonating group method (RGM) ansatz for the

multiquark function [5}

where А, Б are the color-singlet hadrons, $ , , is the pro-

duct of intrinsic wave functions, -C describes the rela-

tive motion of hadrons and 9p is the anti-symmetrizer for

quarks and antiquarks. The resulting interaction between the

quark clusters is then interpreted in terms of quark and gluon

exchanges and effectively looks like a short-range repulsion.

So, within the RGM ansatz (1) the QPM predicts no intermediate

energy attraction in the central part of potential. This defi-

ciency is usually cured by artificial introduction of meson

exchange which provides almost the total contribution to the

scattering parameters and the deuteror properties. Therefore,

the conclusion deduced from the RGM calculations is that the

short-range hadron interaction is mainly due to meson exchange

which has nothing to do with the original ansatz of the model.

The main objection against this conclusion is that the RGK

approach misses an important contribution of multiquark primi-

tives. It seems to be necessary to go beyond the RGM anoata and

treat the primitives explicitly. In the QPH, it is natural to

define the primitives . by introducing an appropriate

'We consider here the HN system, although the results are may
be immediately applied for the description of any hadron system.
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multiquark potential V . If we assume for simplicity that the

multiquark interaction is the sum of two-body interactions,

each of which corresponding to color octet exchange, then the

only combination of two-body interactions which confines all

the quarks is the symmetric kernel given by

v
« •* = **. V V

 (2)

The wave functions of primitives satisfy the equation

where the descrete eigenvalues E^ have the meaning of the

bag masses in the QPM.

We can now introduce a new ansatz for

where а (Б) are the variational parameters. Then it can be

shown that the function Х„(г) satisfies ( efc » AB)
Ob

where JU»^, =
 m
' " , m ^ »

 m
A

+ m
B
 a n d E i s

 *be energy of the

system. The kernels in eg.(5) have an obvious physical meaning

and correspond to two different interaction mechanisms rele-

vant to the description of the short-range hadron-hadron inter-

action (see fig.1). The first one, CA/.^I , is what is usually
OCrOO

referred to as the quark and gluon exchange contribution, while

the second спы, ^м* » describes hadron scattering through the

intermediate states of multiquark bags. It ia given by



where IF
 e
 V-V_ and Q _,, are the fractional parentage со-

С С Q Об V

efficients. Details of this derivations are given in ref.[8 ] .

In nuclear cluster approach the kernel **&#/ *
s ex
Pressed in

terms of the bound states wave function, instead of

and is usually called the "polarization potential"r In default

of anything better we shall refer to ^uao'
 a s
 ***e Ч.

и
в
г
1
с
 °P~

tical potential (QOP). It is very similar in form and content

to the original QCB interaction.

One can show that the primitives with x^^i produce

effective repulsion while the primitives with x^< 1 produce

medium range attraction in the two-nucleon interaction. Here

&%> = V'f + * V & 3 9t? ^ V <ot
e
WV,)

w h e r e n
i»

 n
2
 a r e t h e n u m b e r s

of like quarks in hadrons and 2-Й is the spectroacopic fac-

tor of a, multiquark state. Por "04/ configuration x
1
>1,

x ^ < 1 (V« 2, 3, ...)> so the excited d у states lead to

Ж attraction. The net effect strongly depends on the QPM pa"

rameters. In particular, for the small quark mas-

ses (me 100-200 MeV) the two-level QOP predicts a "deuteron"

as a lousely bound six-quark state. The contribution to s-wave
NN scattering phase shift for the oscillator qq potential
y(r<j)=86rf<+c in this case is shown in fig.2. Note that effect

of the higher levels seems to be important and increase the
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size of attraction. For further detail see ref.£8]. Our conclu-

sion from this study is that the QOr may qualitatively repro-

duce the effect which in the QPM was traditionally ascribed to

meson degrees of freedom. Actually, this confirms the idea ori-

ginally suggested in refs.fi, зЗ that the multiquark confined

states play an important role in the short-range nucleou-nuc-

leon interaction.

In the QCB method the most general expression for the had-

ronization amplitude of the primitive

<
r
{f^>- < ̂ V ' ̂ "^ ' **/¥* ' (7)

is used which is equivalent to the definition given in (6). A

phenomenological representation for the form factors f ̂  (r,E)

is based on the following asumption: 1) quark dynamics is desc-

ribed by a bag-like picture, 2) the V ^ are very similar to

the eigenfunctions of the total Hamiltonian inside the QCB vo-

lume. In this case the standard parametriaation of f^ (r,E) is

achieved which we illustrate with an example of s-wave scatter-

ing:

where ̂  ̂  (fc) * ft* r ty (Г).

Further details of the QCB parametrization are given in [9].
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Examples of the QCB description

The QCB analysis is essentially based on experimental

phase shifts» The fitting procedure is used to find the QCB

parameters E » , c,> and x^for a fixed value of b . The lat-

ter is usually varied around the MIT estimation

j

Ъ = 1.37 у
 n
 R £-|"]# si n c e in the present model the ra-

dius b is large and compatible with R. the meson exchange
is largely reduced, especially at higher energies. A notable

3 3exception is ths S-- B. channel where the tensor force due

to pion exchange produces large effect, even when cut at

Most results of the QCB analysis were published in £ioj. Here

we shall present only few representative examples.

ЗГЗГ (I = J = 0). The first P-matrix analysis of s-wave

pion-pion scattering has been performed in a narrow energy re-

gion to estimate the position of the P-matrix pole t^j «In

the QCB description, one describes the data in a wide energy

interval where the phase shift parameters are avaiable. We show

in fig.3 the s-wave isosinglet pion-pion phase shift in compa-

rison with experimental data. The values of the QCB parameters

are listed in Table 1. Our analysis predicts the QCB state at

Е=0.б42 GeV which corresponds to the ground state of the cryp-

toexotic q q bag. The second state at E
2
=1.093 GeV corres-

ponds to the pole of the reduced P-matrix. We need to consider

both
 1

р(1.115) and
 1

B(1.122) primitives in connection with

thie pole. Because of the mixing between p and В neither
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their masses not meson raeaon content predicted Ъу the MIT bag

model can be regarded as reliable predictions. The coupled

channel QCB analysis could shed a new light on very delicate

details of this mixing.

Ti N( S ^ ) . The same problem arises for the S ^ channel

in pion-nucleon scattering C
11
J«

 I n t h e
 energy region S £

1.64 GeV the QCB analysis predicts two QCB corresponding

to cryptoexotic q q baryons. The second primitive is again

a mixture of the pure 317(3) c * SU(2)g states 45
Д
 and 45

B

with a definite mixing angle. In this сазе we obtain a quite

impressive agreement between the fitted QCB parameters and the

MIT predictions for low-lying q^q staten аз is illustrated

by the result3 of Table 2. The quality of the fit is depicted

in fig.4. The arrows in this figure indicate the position of

P-metrix and S-matrix poles; the difference between them comp-

rises hadronic shift of primitives due to coupling wit'u the

open hadronic channels.

The results clearly indicate that the QCB dynamics domi-

nates at intermediate energy region while at threshold energy

the chiral description should be more relevant. Parenthenti-

cally, we note that the solution of Table 2 predicts quite re-

sonable value for the scattering length: â ..» 0.20 fm.

Deuterort properties» The first QCB analysis of this chan-

nel has been published in [12}. Since then new solutions were

obtained using, in particular, more realistic external interac-

tions. We shall not enter the details of these solutions (quali-

ty of which is comparable with that of ref. C
1
2]). Instead, we
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briefly discuss QCB description of the deuteron. Because the

deuteron properties are known to a very high experimental pre-

cision, any serious quark model should reproduce them at the

level comparable with that of the best phenoraenological models.

In Table 3 we give the deuteron results in comparison

with those of the Paris and Bonn interactions and experimental

data.

The QCB parameters E.., С , С„ and
 Z

Q
(°

T x

2
^

 o f o u r r e
~

presentative solution were found from the fit to the P-matrix

data calculated for the Paris external interaction with the

2 2
fixed radius b = 1.2 fm. An additional constraint x + x

?
= 1

has been used which is sufficient in order to preserve the

causality property of the QCB interaction £13]. The remaining

two parameters $p may be expressed in terms of others by

using eqs.(30), (31) of ref.£9]. In this way one obtains

E.,-2mjj= 0.3928 GeV, C Q= 0.3716 GeV'*, c2= 0.1451 GeV^,

t; = 0.053087 GeV, £ 2 = O.H636O GeV (xQ=1). The magnetic and

quadrupole moments in the QCB method are usually corrected with

account of the six-quark effects [ 9J. The latters are mainly de-

fined by admixture P
O C B

 o f ^
п е
 six-quark bag in the deuteron

wave function.For cur solution ?r,
nT>
 is very small, P

onT
,=0c03^

so the moments given in Table 3 do not differ significantly

from unmodified quantities JlL ~ 0.849© n.m., Q
u n
= 0.281 fm

c
.

We mention that within the QCB picture it is very difficult to

obtain
 P

O C
-D larger thar 1S.'. Kote also that in the QCB model

is 0,17« correction to the dcuteron asymptotic normalisa-

tion predicted by an assumed external interaction due to energy

dependence of the QCB force.
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Trinucleons as a multi-дгшгк system» The traditional

approach to the three-nucleon system is formulated in terms

of non-relativistic Hamiltonian which ignores subnuclear

degrees of freedom. There is no guarantee that ИК forces

alone can account for trinucleon observables. Indeed,

systematic investigation of trinucleon properties has revealed

the inadequacy of the pair-wise force asumption in a non-rela-

tivistic Hamiltonian model (for a recent review see [14D. The

existence of quark effects is one possible explanation for

these shortcomings of the traditional approach. Within the

QCB approach, one can provide a simple and tractable scheme

for description of the six-quark bag effects in the three-nuc-

leon system.

In analysing trinucleons it is very important to use a

proper definition of the nucleon component of a nine-quark

system. There is some ambiguity in the definition of this com-

ponent because two terras in (1) are not orthogonal to each

other. Therefore, the nucleon component inside the bag can be

always redefined; this redefinition does not influence

the asymptotic behaviour of (r) and therefore does not change

the scattering phase shifts, but leads to another phase-equiva-

lent QCB potential. In particular, the receipt suggested in

P53 leads to the most simple three-body equations correspon-

ding to effective 3H Hamiltonian which does not involve three-

particle forces (if one neglects the contribution of a nine-

quark bag). The modified QCB interaction has the form (in the

momentum space)



и

£<fo£fO

where

) $

As long as we .deal with Ш system there is little practical

difference between the use of ТУ or V . For trinucleons, how-

ever, one finds the use of V" to be more convenient since V,

in contrast to V , will reappear as subsystem interaction.

Trinucleon calculations provide a non-trivial test for the QCB

potentials. Presently, the calculations were done using simpli-

fied s-wave QCB potentials without external interactions [13].

The results show that it is possible to reproduce the experi-

mental value of the triton binding energy for the radii of the
•5 1
J
S and S potentials b e 1.4 fm. The corresponding

p

doublet neutron-deuteron scattering length a = 0.28 fm

shows a little deviation from the Phillips line for the usual

realistic interactions including the three-nucleon force* As a *~

further test of trinucleon wave function we calculated the ver- /

tex function G(p
2
) for

 3
He -• pd disintegration which was j

found to be in excellent agreement with avaiable ex- ,

(Pig.5) /
pejimental data

A
. The six-quark bag corrections to G(p2)small and do not excc«d 2?S. Reoently, the central ^S- and

1
S

Q
 QCB potentials have been applied to calculate the bin-
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ding energy of ^He (A.G.Baryahnikov et el., to be published).

The value of 29.6 MeV has been found from the solution of the

four-nucleon integral equations for the bound state wave func-
of

tion. Our general conclusions from this first level^calcula-
within the model

tions/4is that the simple QCB picture fits fairly well few-nuc -

leon data.

The results are encouraging and stimulate further efforts

to test the realistic QCB interactions which include tensor

force. Y/e refer in this connection to the recent trinucleon

calculations using S.,- D1 and S interactions of ref.[i2]

(Yu.S.Kalashnikova et el., to be published). The solution of

five channel Paddeev equations results in the value of 8.1 MeV

for the trinucleon binding energy. By adding the contribution

of 0.1-0.2 MeV due to NN partial waves with j £ 1

which have been neglected in the present calcula-

tion one obtains the experiment value of the trinucleon bin-

ding energy within the percentage accuracy.

Conclusions

As one can see from examples presented in this paper, the

agreement between predicted 1-711 values of E , and x^ and cal-

culated in the QCB analysis is very impressive. To check whe-

ther the similar agreement with the QTl.'. predictions can be

achieved one should do QCB analysis at smaller value of b .

Our main conclusion here is that the QCB model provides a

simple and universal short-range hadron interaction which suc-

ceeds in quantitative reproducing many of the features of had-

ron scattering at intermediate energy revealed by experiment.
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Т*Ы« 1

The masaes and теэоп-meson contents of the QCB

atatea for the 0
+ +
 pion-pion channel. b«1.44 fm.

v>

1

2

QCB

0.642

1.093

, , GeV

0

1
1

KIT

.642

.115

.122

QCB

0.911

0.682

P

MIT

0.911

Table 2

The masses and meson-nueleon contents of the

QCB states for the S
1 1
 pion-nucleon channel.

b = 1.26 fffi.

1

2

QCB

1.46

1.62

, GeV

ЖТ

1.50

1.70

QCB

0.75

0.54

, (3FW

ГЛТ

0.87

0.40

QCB

0.60

-0.68

ГЛТ

0.50

-0.70



н
Table 3

Deuteron and low energy triplet scattering

Quantity

6
d
, MeV

Q
d
, fm

2

JU. (n.m)

A
s
, ftf*

D/S

"V<
r
d>'

 fm

r
t»

 f m

parameters •predicted

model compared with <

predictions

QCB

2.2249

5.30

0.279

0.8500

0.8874

0.0261

1.9725

5.467

1.770

by the QCB

experiment

interaction

and with the

of the Paris and Bonn interactions.

Paris

2.2249

5.77

0.279

0.8469

0.8869

0.0261

1.9716

5.427

1.766

Bonn

2.2246

4.38

0.274

0.8548

0.8862

0.0262

1.9684

5 о 424

1.760

Experiment

2.224575(9)

-

0.2860(15)

0.857406(1.)

0.8846(16)

O.O27K8)

1.9660(68)

5.424(4)

1.759(5)



Fig.1. Two mechanisms for the nucleon-nucleon interaction in

the quark potential model.

s
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L

Fig. 2; Illtistration for the energy behaviour of the s-wave

phase shifts in the quark potential model. Solid line:

QOP+RGM, dashed line: OOP with \> « 1, dot-dashed line:

OOP with V - 1,2 m - 100 MeV, ж * 0.007 GeV
3
.'
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E(GeV)

Pig.3. The comparison of calculated and experimental values of

plon-pion phase shift.
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Pig.4. The comparison between calculated phase shifts and the

data for the plon-nucleon S ^ channel.



1,0

0,5

MT

J

0,005 0,01 q*,

Fig.5. The predicted values of G(p ). the solid lines show

G(p ) calculated for several values of the triplet ra-

dius b
t
: (1) b

t
- 1.39 fm, (2) b

t
= 1.40 fm, O)\ «

• 1.41 fm. The radius b of the singlet QCB potential

is fixed to 1.39 fm. Experimental data are taken from

ref. С 16]. The dashed line shows the result predicted

by the Malfliet-Tjon model.
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